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Abstract

We link the problem of estimating the lower Hausdorff dimension of PDE or Fourier constrained

measures with Harnack’s inequalities for the heat equation. Our approach provides new estimates in

the case of Fourier constraints.

1 Introduction

Let l and d be natural numbers. The space M(Rd,Cl) consists of all charges (Cl-valued sigma-additive
Borel set functions) of finite variation. Here and in what follows we distinguish measures that are always
scalar and non-negative from charges, which may be either R, or C, or Cl valued. We define the norm in
that space by the formula

‖µ‖M(Rd,Cl) = sup
{

∫

Rd

f dµ
∣

∣

∣
‖f‖C0(Rd,Cl) ≤ 1

}

. (1.1)

Here C0(R
d,Cl) is the space of continuous functions that tend to zero at infinity, equipped with the

standard sup-norm. Alternatively, one may use the classical definition of the total variation via partitions.
Let k ≤ l be natural numbers. Let Ω: Sd−1 → G(l, k) be a smooth mapping. The notation Sd−1

and G(l, k) means the unit sphere in Rd and the (complex) Grassmannian, i.e. the set of all (complex)
linear k-dimensional subspaces of Cl. The map Ω gives rise to a generalization of the BV-space

BVΩ =
{

µ ∈ M(Rd,Cl)
∣

∣

∣
∀ξ ∈ R

d \ {0} µ̂(ξ) ∈ Ω
( ξ

|ξ|

)

}

. (1.2)

This space inherits the norm from the space M. Here and in what follows we use the standard Harmonic
Analysis normalization of the Fourier transform

f̂(ξ) = F [f ](ξ) =

∫

Rd

f(x)e−2πi〈ξ,x〉 dx; µ̂(ξ) =

∫

Rd

e−2πi〈ξ,x〉dµ(x). (1.3)

The basic example is Ω(ζ) = Cζ, i.e. l = d, k = 1, and Ω maps a point ζ ∈ Sd−1 to the line it spans.
In this case, BVΩ becomes the classical BV space (more precisely, it is the space of gradients of BV
functions). Other examples may be found in [22].

Since we are working with the Fourier transform, we will need the Schwartz class. We denote it
by S(Rd) or S(Rd,Cl) depending on whether we consider scalar or vector valued functions. By the
spectrum of a function or of a ditribution we mean the support of its Fourier transform.

∗Supported by the Russian Science Foundation grant N 19-71-30002.
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Remark 1.1. The space BVΩ is closed in M(Rd,Cl). This space is also translation and dilation invari-

ant.

Measures in BVΩ cannot be excessively singular. We will be measuring singularity on a rough scale.
Recall the notion of the lower Hausdorff dimension of a charge:

dimHµ = {inf α | ∃ a Borel set F such that dimH F ≤ α, µ(F ) 6= 0}. (1.4)

The question going back to [19] is: what is the smallest possible lower Hausdorff dimension of µ ∈
BVΩ \{0}? The sets Ω−1(a), where a ∈ Sd−1, play an important role in the subject:

Ω−1(a) = {ζ ∈ Sd−1 | a ∈ Ω(ζ)}. (1.5)

Note that these sets are closed. We are ready to formulate our main result.

Theorem 1.1. Let k ∈ [0..d] be such that for any a ∈ Sd−1 there exists a k-dimensional linear plane La

in Rd such that

Ω−1(a) ∩ (−Ω−1(a)) ∩ La = ∅. (1.6)

Then, dimHµ ≥ k for any µ ∈ BVΩ \{0}.

The case k = d in Theorem 1.1 follows from the celebrated Uchiyama theorem from [24]; the latter
theorem is a generalization of the classical Fefferman–Stein theorem. Namely, the Uchiyama theorem
says that if

∀ζ ∈ Sd−1 Ω(ζ) ∩ Ω(−ζ) = {0}, (1.7)

then BVΩ ⊂ H1(R
d,Cl), where H1 stands for the real Hardy class. The functions Ω satisfying (1.7)

(i.e. (1.6) with k = d) are called antisymmetric; this condition appeared in [12] for the first time. The
case k = 1 in Theorem 1.1 was settled in [19] under much weaker regularity assumptions on Ω. The case
where Ω is a rational function was considered in [3] (in the case where Ω is a symmetric function, (1.6)
is equivalent to the condition of [3] that the k-wave cone

ΛΩ
k =

⋂

L∈G(d,k)

⋃

ζ∈Sd−1∩L

Ω(ζ) (1.8)

is empty; we are using the real Grassmannian in this formula). In fact, in [3] it was proved that µ

is absolutely continuous with respect to the corresponding Hausdorff measure Hk alongside with more
delicate results on rectifiability. See the paper [2] for an elementary approach to some of these questions.
The paper [5] contains partial results in the case of arbitrary Ω and k = 2 (the assumptions in that paper
are stronger than (1.6)). The paper [4] suggests a version of the dimension problem in the setting of
discrete time uniform martingales; the Fourier constraints we are studying here are replaced with linear
constraints on martingale differences. In that setting, [4] contains a complete solution to the dimension
problem.

Our approach seemingly differs from the preceding ones. It consists of two main steps. To formulate
the first step, we need the notion of the local lower Hausdorff dimension of a charge:

dimHµ(x) = lim
r→0

log |µ|(Br(x))

log r
, x ∈ suppµ, (1.9)

here Br(x) stands for the closed Euclidean ball of radius r centered at x. By a tempered measure or
tempered charge we mean a locally finite measure or locally finite charge µ for which there exists N ∈ N

such that
|µ|(BR(0)) . RN , R ≥ 1. (1.10)
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In other words, a tempered measure is a measure that is a Schwartz distribution. The notation A . B

means A ≤ CB and the constant C is uniform with respect to a certain parameter that is either clear
from the context or specified somewhere nearby. For example, in the inequality above the constant C

should be independent of R (however, as usual, it may depend on N).
We will be also using the standard notation for dilation of measures and tangent cones, see [17].

By the classical convergence of locally finite measures and charges in Rd we mean weak-* convergence
on compact sets (as in [17]). There is a natural tensor product structure on the space M(Rd,Cl); the
charge a⊗ ν, where ν is a scalar charge and a ∈ C

l, is defined by the formula

a⊗ ν(B) = ν(B)a, B is a Borel set. (1.11)

Theorem 1.2. 1 For any locally finite Cl-valued charge µ on Rd and any ε > 0 there exists x ∈ suppµ, a ∈
Cl \ {0}, and a non-zero measure ν such that

1 ) a⊗ ν ∈ Tan[µ, x],

2 ) dimHν(0) ≤ dimHµ+ ε,

3 ) ν ∈ S ′(Rd),

4 ) furthermore, if µ ∈ S ′(Rd,Cl), then a⊗ ν is tangent to µ in the Schwartz sense, i.e.

cjTx,rj [µ]
S′(Rd,Cl)
−→ a⊗ ν (1.12)

for some sequences cj > 0 and rj ց 0.

The reader may find statements in the spirit of Theorem 1.2 in [10]. The second step in the
proof of Theorem 1.1 is somehow similar to the approach of [19], however, we will phrase it in terms
of the simplest possible sharp Harnack’s inequality (see Lemma 3.1 below). See in [22] how similar
sharp Harnack’s inequalities for the heat equation lead to sharp versions of the Sobolev embedding
theorems for the spaces BVΩ (so-called Bourgain–Brezis inequalities). We refer the reader to the pa-
pers, [6] [7], [8], [11], [13], [15], [18], and [20] for Bourgain–Brezis inequalities; the list is far from being
complete, see the survey [21] as well. The author believes that sharp Harnack inequalities is a common
reason both for many Bourgain–Brezis inequalities and dimensional estimates for Fourier constrained
measures. The paper [4] confirms this belief in the discrete setting. The link between Sobolev embed-
dings and dimensional estimates had been emphasized already in [23]. In the classical setting of the first
gradient, both follow from isoperimetric inequalities via the co-area formula, see the books [1] and [16].

Theorem 1.3. Let ν be a tempered measure on Rd. Let L be a k-dimensional plane in Rd, k ∈ [0..d− 1].
If the set

{ζ ∈ Sd−1 | ∃λ > 0 such that λζ ∈ spec ν} (1.13)

does not intersect some neighborhood of L ∩ Sd−1, then for any x ∈ Rd we have dimHν(x) ≥ k.

We will also need yet another function space

W =
{

f ∈ S ′(Rd,Cl)
∣

∣

∣
πΩ(ξ/|ξ|)⊥ [f̂ ] ·H = 0

}

. (1.14)

Here H is an auxiliary non-negative smooth function, positive outside the origin, and having deep zero at
the origin (this means H(x) = o(|x|N ) for any N in a neighborhood of the origin). Clearly, the definition
does not depend on the particular choice of H . The space W is closed in S ′(Rd,Cl), such spaces were
firstly introduced in [5].

1A theorem with the same assumptions and a stronger conclusion dim
H
ν ≤ dim

H
µ+ε was proved by Fedor Nazarov some

time ago. Unfortunately, the proof had not been written down and got lost! I proved the weaker statement presented here

independently and believe that my proof is different. Rami Ayoush and Michal Wojciechowski have recently reconstructed

Nazarov’s proof, their work will appear elsewere.
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Derivation of Theorem 1.1 from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. Assume the contrary, let there exist a non-zero
charge µ ∈ BVΩ such that dimHµ < k. By Theorem 1.2, there exists a measure ν ∈ S ′(Rd) such
that a ⊗ ν ∈ W for some non-zero a ∈ Cl (we use that W is a closed dilation and translation invariant
subspace of S ′(Rd,Cl)) and dimHν(0) < k. By (1.14), this means

spec ν ⊂ {λζ | a ∈ Ω(ζ), λ > 0} ∪ {0} (1.15)

since
πΩ(ξ/|ξ|)⊥ [a⊗ ν̂] = πΩ(ξ/|ξ|)⊥ [a]⊗ ν̂. (1.16)

Since ν is a measure (i.e. a non-negative real-valued distribution), its spectrum is symmetric. Thus,

{ζ ∈ Sd−1 | ∃λ > 0 such that λζ ∈ spec ν} ⊂ Ω−1(a) ∩ (−Ω−1(a)). (1.17)

By (1.6), there exists a k-dimensional subspace La that does not intersect the closed set Ω−1(a) ∩
(−Ω−1(a)). In the case k = d, this means spec ν ⊂ {0}, i.e. ν is a polynomial. This leads to contradiction
with dimHν(0) < d.

In the case k < d, a neighborhood of La ∩Sd−1 does not intersect the set (1.13). So, ν falls under the
scope of Theorem 1.3, which implies dimHν(0) ≥ k. We get a contradiction.

Remark 1.2. In fact, the assertion of Theorem 1.1 is true for the case where µ is a charge of locally

bounded variation in W. Moreover, if the mapping Ω is rational as a function of ζ, then we may apply the

same reasoning to the case where µ is a charge of locally bounded variation satisfying the corresponding

system of differential equations (the assumption that µ is tempered is not needed in the rational case).

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is presented in Section 2 and the proof of Theorem 1.3 may be found in
Section 3 below.

I am grateful to Rami Ayoush, Fedor Nazarov, and Michal Wojciechowski for sharing their ideas with
me. I also wish to thank Rami Ayoush and Anton Tselishchev for reading the text and exposition advice.

2 Tangent measure considerations

We will use the expression for the lower Hausdorff dimension of a measure in terms of the local lower
Hausdorff dimensions (see Proposition 10.2 in [9]):

dimH µ = sup{s | for µ almost all x dimHµ(x) ≥ s}. (2.1)

Remark 2.1. It is convenient to describe the local dimension in a slightly different way: dimHµ(x) is a

number α such that for any ε > 0 the inequality

|µ|(Br(x)) ≤ rα−ε (2.2)

holds true for all sufficiently small radii r > 0, however, there exists a sequence {rj}j , rj → 0, such that

|µ|(Brj (x)) ≥ rα+ε
j . (2.3)

We start with a localized version of Theorem 1.2.

Proposition 2.2. Let µ be a locally finite measure on R
d, let x ∈ suppµ, let also β > 0 be some fixed

number, and let r0 > 0. Assume that for all r ≤ r0 it is true that

µ(Br(x)) ≤ rβ , (2.4)
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however, for some ε > 0 there exists a sequence {rj}j tending to zero such that

µ(Brj (x)) ≥ r
β+ε
j . (2.5)

If ε is sufficiently small (the smallness depends on β only), there exists a non-zero ν ∈ Tan[µ, x] such

that

1 ) dimHν(0) ≤ β + ε,

2 ) ν(BR(0)) ≤ Rβ+2ε for R > 1, in particular, ν ∈ S ′(Rd),

3 ) if µ ∈ S ′(Rd), then ν is tangent to µ in the Schwartz sense as in (1.12).

Remark 2.3. In particular, our assumptions imply dimHµ(x) ∈ [β, β + ε].

Proof of Theorem 1.2 assuming Proposition 2.2. Fix sufficiently small ε > 0. Let α = dimHµ(x) for
brevity. According to formula (2.1), the set of points x such that

dimHµ(x) ∈ [α, α+ ε], (2.6)

has positive measure |µ|. By the Besicovitch differentiation theorem, for |µ|-almost every x ∈ Rd, µ has
density (which is the unit vector dµ

d|µ| ∈ Cl) with respect to |µ|. Moreover, for |µ| almost all x,

lim
ρ→0

1

|µ|(Bρ(x))

∫

Bρ(x)

∣

∣

∣

dµ

d|µ|
(y)−

dµ

d|µ|
(x)

∣

∣

∣
d|µ|(y) = 0; (2.7)

see Remark 2.15(3) in [14].
Let x ∈ Rd be such that (2.6) and (2.7) hold true. We apply Proposition 2.2 to the measure |µ|

and the point x with β = dimHµ(x) ∈ [α, α + ε] (or slightly smaller than dimHµ(x) to ensure (2.4), see
Remark 2.1). It remains to prove the implication

1

|µ|(Brj (x))
Tx,rj [|µ|]

j→∞
−→ ν =⇒

1

|µ|(Brj (x))
Tx,rj [µ]

j→∞
−→

dµ

d|µ|
(x) ⊗ ν (2.8)

both in the classical sense (weak convergence of measures) and in the Schwartz sense.
Let us first prove (2.8) for the classical convergence. Pick an arbitrary continuous compactly supported

function f , let j tend to infinity, and assume the first convergence in (2.8) holds true. Then, by the
Uniform Boundedness Principle, |µ|(BDrj (x)) . |µ|(Brj (x)) for any fixed D > 0. In view of this,

1

|µ|(Brj (x))

∫

Rd

f(z)dTx,rj [µ](z) =
1

|µ|(Brj (x))

∫

Rd

f(r−1
j (y − x)) dµ(y) =

1

|µ|(Brj (x))

∫

Rd

f(r−1
j (y − x))

dµ

d|µ|
(y) d|µ|(y)

(2.7)
=

dµ

d|µ|
(x)

1

|µ|(Brj (x))

∫

Rd

f(r−1
j (y − x)) d|µ|(y) + o(1) =

dµ

d|µ|
(x)

1

|µ|(Brj (x))

∫

Rd

f(z) dTx,rj [|µ|](z) + o(1). (2.9)

Therefore, the second convergence in (2.8) holds true. For the Schwartz case, we only need to recall that a
sequence of measures {mn} converges in the Schwartz sense if and only if it converges in the classical sense,
and is uniformly tempered (i.e. there is a uniform bound of the type |mn|(BR) . RN , R > 1, with N

and the multiplicative constant independent of the sequence index), and observe that |µ| dominates µ in
this sense.
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Consider two functions on the half line:

f(t) = − logµ(Be−t(x)); (2.10)

h(t) = f(t)− (β + 2ε)t, (2.11)

here t ≥ 0 (without loss of generality, we may assume r0 = 1 in Proposition 2.2). The proof of Proposi-
tion 2.2 is, in fact, a tedious analysis of these two functions of a single variable. We encourage the reader
to imagine the graphs of these functions, which makes the things more clear than the bulky formulas we
present below. The assumptions of Proposition 2.2 are restated as

f(t) ≥ βt; h(t) ≥ −2εt, for any t > 0, (2.12)

and there exists a sequence {tj}j, tj → ∞, such that

f(tj) ≤ (β + ε)tj ; h(tj) ≤ −εtj. (2.13)

Remark 2.4. The function f is non-decreasing and continuous from the left since we consider closed

balls in its definition. Consequently, the function h is also continuous from the left and satisfies the local

Lipschitz bound
h(t)− h(s)

t− s
≥ −(β + 2ε), t ≥ s. (2.14)

Consider the function h− given by the formula

h−(t) = inf
0≤s≤t

h(s). (2.15)

This function does not increase and satisfies the inequality h−(t) ≥ −2εt by (2.12). Clearly, h− ≤ h.

Lemma 2.5. The function h− is continuous.

Proof. Since h− does not increase, the desired continuity will follow from the inequality

h−(t)− h−(s)

t− s
≥ −(β + 2ε), t ≥ s. (2.16)

To show (2.16), assume h−(t) < h−(s), otherwise there is nothing to prove. Under this assumption, we
may prove a stronger bound

h−(t)− h(s)

t− s
≥ −(β + 2ε), t ≥ s. (2.17)

The latter inequality follows from the definition of h−, our assumption h−(t) < h−(s), and (2.14).

We treat f and h as functions of time, thus calling the points on the half line moments.

Definition 2.1. A real t ∈ R+ is called a constancy moment for h− provided the latter function is

constant on the interval (t−, t+) for some t− < t < t+. The set of all constancy moments is called

the constancy set. The remaining moments are decrement moments, and the corresponding set is the

decrement set.

Remark 2.6. The constancy set is open and, thus, it is a union of finite or countable collection of disjoint

open intervals.

Lemma 2.7. If t is a decrement moment, then h−(t) = h(t).
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Proof. Assume the contrary, let t be a decrement moment such that h−(t) < h(t). Since h is continuous
from the left, h−(t) < h(θ) for all θ in a left neighborhood of t. Therefore, h− is constant on the left of t.
Since we have assumed t is not a constancy moment, h−(θ) < h−(t) for all θ in a right neighborhood
of t. Therefore, there exists a sequence {tj}j tending to t from the right such that h(tj) < h−(t) < h(t),
which contradicts (2.14).

At this point we are ready to make a simple but curious observation. In particular, Lemma 2.8 below
implies that the tangent cone is non-empty for almost all points (the assumptions of the lemma below
are fulfilled at almost every point if we set β ≥ d). See [17] for the classical proof of that fact.

Lemma 2.8. Let µ be a locally bounded measure in Rd, let x ∈ suppµ, let β ≥ 0 be a fixed number. If

there exists a sequence {rj}j tending to zero such that µ(Brj (x)) ≥ r
β+ε
j , then Tan[µ, x] 6= ∅.

Proof. Consider the functions f , h, and h− contructed from µ in the way described above. Note that in
previous reasonings we have not used the assumption (2.12) yet, so it is legal to use the results of these
considerations in the proof. The assumption (2.13) (which is present in the statement of the lemma), in
particular, implies that the corresponding function h− has arbitrarily large decrement moments. Let {τj}j
be a sequence of decrement moments tending to infinity. We will show that the sequence

{ 1

µ(Be−τj (x))
Tx,e−τj [µ]

}

j
(2.18)

is pre-compact in the space of measures (in the classical sense). It suffices to establish the bounds

Tx,e−τj [µ](Bρ(0))

µ(Be−τj (x))
≤ ρβ+2ε, ρ > 1, (2.19)

provided j is sufficiently large (depending on ρ). This inequality is equivalent to

µ(Be−τj+log ρ(x)) ≤ ρβ+2εµ(Be−τj (x)), (2.20)

which may be rewritten as

− logµ(Be−τj+log ρ(x)) ≥ −(β + 2ε) log ρ− logµ(Be−τj (x)). (2.21)

In terms of the function h, this means

h(τj − log ρ) ≥ h(τj), τj ≥ log ρ, (2.22)

which is true:

h(τj − log ρ) ≥ h−(τj − log ρ)
ρ>1

≥ h−(τj) = h(τj) (2.23)

since τj is a decrement moment and τj ≥ log ρ.

Remark 2.9. We have proved a stronger statement : if {τj}j is a sequence of decrement moments, then

the sequence of measures (2.18) is pre-compact. Any non-zero tangent measure m constructed this way

satisfies

m(BR(0)) ≤ Rβ+2ε, R ≥ 1. (2.24)

In particular, m ∈ S ′(Rd). Moreover, if µ is tempered, then m is tangent to µ in the Schwartz sense since

the sequence (2.18) is uniformly tempered in this case. Indeed, if µ satisfies the bound

µ(BR(0)) . RNµ(B1(0)) (2.25)

for some N > β + 2ε, then we may combine it with (2.19) for τj = log ρ to get

Tx,e−τj [µ](BR(0))

µ(Be−τj (x))
. e(β+2ε)τj

(

Re−τj
)N

≤ RN , R > eτj . (2.26)
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Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let {tj}j be the sequence of moments from (2.13). Without loss of generality,
we may assume tj+1 ≥ 10tj. Let us first prove that the decrement set is large in the sense that

∣

∣

∣
{t ∈ [tj , tj+1] | t is a decrement moment}

∣

∣

∣
≥

εtj+1

4(β + 2ε)
, (2.27)

here the absolute value of a set denotes its Lebesgue measure. Let {Ik}k be a finite covering by disjoint
intervals of the part of the decrement set lying in [tj , tj+1]. Let Ik = [ak, bk]. In such a case, by (2.12)
and (2.13),

∑

k

(h−(ak)− h−(bk)) ≥ εtj+1 − 2εtj (2.28)

since h− is piecewise constant outside ∪Ik. Therefore, by (2.14),

∑

k

|ak − bk| ≥
εtj+1 − 2εtj

β + 2ε
≥

εtj+1

4(β + 2ε)
(2.29)

since we have assumed tj+1 ≥ 10tj. Inequality (2.27) is proved.
Consider now an auxiliary sequence {cm}m, which is rapidly increasing (at least, we assume cm+1 ≥

2cm). The precise requirements will be given later. A moment t ∈ [tj , tj+1] is called m-bad pro-
vided h(s) ≥ h(t) for any s ∈ [t+ cm, t+ cm+1]. Let us also define yet another auxiliary non-decreasing
sequence {Nj}j of integers that tends to infinity very slowly (in fact, it will be stable most of the time),
more specifically, we require that

cNj+1 ≤
tj

100
. (2.30)

In particular, the choice of the Nj depends on the choice of the cm. Let us show that there are little m-bad
decrement moments with m ≤ Nj in the interval [tj , tj+1]. Namely, we want to prove the inequality

∣

∣

∣

{

t ∈ [tj , tj+1]
∣

∣

∣
t is an m-bad decrement moment

}∣

∣

∣
≤

3cm
cm+1

tj+1 (2.31)

under the assumption m ≤ Nj .
Here the proof of (2.31) is. If t ∈ [tj , tj+1] is an m-bad moment, then (t + cm, t + cm+1) ⊂ C,

where C is the set of all constancy moments. By Remark 2.6, C is a disjoint union of open intervals.
Let I1, I2, . . . , IM be the intervals in the union that intersect [tj + cm, tj+1+ cm+1] and whose lengths are
at least cm+1 − cm. Clearly,

M ≤
tj+1 − tj

cm+1 − cm
+ 3 ≤

3tj+1

cm+1
(2.32)

by (2.30) and the assumption that the sequences {tj} and {cm} are at least as fast as geometric sequences.
We know that m-bad decrement moments lie inside the intervals of length cm lying to the left of the Ik
(because a decrement moment cannot lie inside any Ik). In other words, if Ik = [ak, bk] for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,
then

{

t ∈ [tj , tj+1]
∣

∣

∣
t is an m-bad decrement moment

}

⊂
M
⋃

k=1

[ak − cm, ak]. (2.33)

Therefore,
∣

∣

∣

{

t ∈ [tj , tj+1]
∣

∣

∣
t is an m-bad decrement moment

}∣

∣

∣
≤ Mcm

(2.32)

≤
3cmtj+1

cm+1
. (2.34)

We have proved (2.31).
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If we sum the inequalities (2.31) over all m = 1, 2, . . . , Nj , then we see that the set of all bad decrement
moments (up to order Nj) inside [tj , tj+1] is small:

∣

∣

∣

{

t ∈ [tj , tj+1]
∣

∣

∣
t is an m-bad decrement moment for some m ∈ [1..Nj ]

}∣

∣

∣
≤ 3tj+1

∞
∑

m=1

cm

cm+1
. (2.35)

If we set c1 = 1 and cm = Km2

, we see, that the sum of the series on the right hand-side does not
exceed

3tj+1

K−1 , which is smaller than the right hand-side of (2.27), provided K is sufficiently large. Fix
such a K, this defines the cm. Note that after we have fixed {cm}m, we are free to choose {Nj}j to be
any slowly non-decreasing integer sequence that fulfills (2.30). All in all, we have proved that for any j

there exists a decrement moment sj ∈ [tj , tj+1] that is m-good (i.e. not m-bad) for any m ≤ Nj .
It remains to prove that dimHν(0) ≤ β + 2ε for any limit point ν of the sequence

{ 1

µ(Be−sj (x))
Tx,e−sj [µ]

}

j
. (2.36)

Such a point exists in view of Remark 2.9, . Without loss of generality, we may assume ν is the limit of
the sequence (2.36). We will show that for any m ∈ N there exists ρ ∈ [e−cm , e−cm+1] such that

ν(Bρ(0)) ≥ ρβ+2ε. (2.37)

This clearly implies dimHν(0) ≤ β+2ε. Fix m. Since sj is m-good for any sufficiently large j (when Nj >

m), there exists a moment uj,m ∈ [sj + cm, sj + cm+1] such that

h(uj,m) ≤ h(sj). (2.38)

Let − log ρ be a limit point of the sequence {uj,m−sj}j . Then, − log ρ ∈ [cm, cm+1]. Let us rewrite (2.38)
using the definition of h:

− logµ(Be−uj,m (x)) − (β + 2ε)uj,m ≤ − logµ(Be−sj (x)) − (β + 2ε)sj, (2.39)

which is equivalent to

(β + 2ε)(sj − uj,m) ≤ log
µ(Be−uj,m (x))

µ(Be−sj (x))
. (2.40)

Passing to the limit (maybe, we need to enlarge the ball Bρ(0) slightly), we get (2.37).

3 Considerations with wavefront theory flavor

We will start our considerations with a very simple form of Harnack’s inequality. Let Φ be a continuous
non-negative bounded function in d variables such that

Φ(sx) ≤ Φ(x), for any s ≥ 1, x ∈ R
d. (3.1)

In other words, Φ is radially non-increasing (note that we do not assume the radial symmetry). Let us
assume also

∫

Rd Φ = 1 and construct the approximate identity

Φt(x) = t−dΦ(t−1x), t > 0, (3.2)

and the corresponding extension operator:

EΦ[µ](x, t) = µ ∗ Φt(x). (3.3)

This formula makes sense for measures that do not have much mass at infinity. Recall that measures are
always non-negative in our considerations.
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Lemma 3.1. Let µ be a finite measure. Then,

EΦ[µ](0, t) ≤ t−dEΦ[µ](0, 1), t ∈ (0, 1]. (3.4)

Proof. In fact, there is nothing to prove:

EΦ[µ](0, t) = t−d

∫

Rd

Φ(−t−1x) dµ(x)
(3.1)

≤ t−d

∫

Rd

Φ(−x) dµ(x) = t−dEΦ[µ](0, 1). (3.5)

See [22] for less trivial variants of Lemma 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. Without loss of generality, we may assume

L = {ξ ∈ R
d | ξk+1 = ξk+2 = . . . = ξd = 0} (3.6)

and that ν has spectrum inside the set

{

ξ ∈ R
d
∣

∣

∣

d
∑

j=k+1

ξ2j ≥ ε

k
∑

j=1

ξ2j

}

, (3.7)

where ε is a sufficiently small number. Let Ψ ∈ S(Rd) be a positive function with compact spectrum.
Consider the measure ν̃ = Ψν. This measure decays at infinity:

∀N ∈ N ν̃(Rd \BR(0)) . R−N , R > 1, (3.8)

and clearly,
dimHν(0) = dimHν̃(0). (3.9)

The cost of passing from ν to ν̃ is that spec ν̃ ⊂ spec ν+specΦ does not necessarily lie inside the set (3.7).
However, it lies inside the set

{

ξ ∈ R
d
∣

∣

∣

d
∑

j=k+1

ξ2j ≥
ε

2

k
∑

j=1

ξ2j

}

∪ {ξ ∈ R
d | |ξ| ≤ R}, (3.10)

where R is sufficiently large. Let us rename ν̃ back to ν. From now on ν is a measure that satisfies (3.8)
and has spectrum inside the set (3.10). Note that ν̂ is a smooth function. Consider the heat extension
of ν:

H[ν](x, t) = (4πt)−
d
2

∫

Rd

e−
|x−y|2

4t dν(y); H[ν]( · , t) =
(

e−4π2t|ξ|2 ν̂(ξ)
)

ˇ. (3.11)

It suffices to prove the estimate

H[ν](0, t) . t
k−d
2 (3.12)

since ν(Br(x)) . rd H[ν](x, r2) when r ≤ 1. Consider the distribution νt defined on Rd−k by the formula

ν̂t(ξk+1, ξk+2, . . . , ξd) =

∫

Rk

ν̂(ξ)e−4π2t
∑

k
j=1

ξ2j dξ1dξ2 . . . dξk, (3.13)

which is at least well defined by (3.10) (we integrate over a bounded region). Using standard distribution
theory, one may verify νt is a non-negative distribution. Thus, by Schwartz’s theorem, it is a tempered
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measure. Since ν̂t is continuous at the origin, νt is a finite measure. It remains to write a chain of
inequalities:

H[ν](0, t) =

∫

Rd−k

ν̂t
(

ξk+1, ξk+2, . . . , ξd
)

e−4π2t
∑

d
k+1 ξ2j dξk+1dξk+2 . . . dξd = H[νt](0, t)

Lem. 3.1

≤

t
k−d
2 H[νt](0, 1) = t

k−d
2

∫

Rd

e−4π2(t
∑

k
1
ξ2j+

∑
d
k+1

ξ2j )ν̂(ξ) dξ ≤ t
k−d
2 ν(Rd)

∫

(3.10)

e−4π2
∑

d
k+1

ξ2j dξ, (3.14)

which is finite.
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